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ABSTRACT

A method is provided for representing, on a display
device screen and in perspective from a given point of
observation, the image of a terrain known by the nodes
of a given mesh network, in which for each image pixel,
the point of intersection is determined of the line which
starts from the point of observation and which passes
through this image pixel with a surface passing through
the nodes and taking on approximately the shape of the
ground, and said image pixel is illuminated with the
color of the pixel associated with a digitized planimetric
map or photograph of the ground.
11 Claims, 8 Drawing Sheets
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METHOD OF REPRESENTING A PERSPECTIVE
IMAGE OF A TERRAIN AND A SYSTEM FOR
IMPLEMENTING SAME

2

gives an image of the relief of the facet surface so of the
ground to be represented.
However, although this method makes it possible to
display the relief of the ground, it gives little information about the corresponding site, to the extent that it
does not allow either the type of vegetation covering
the ground to be represented, or the communication
means such as rivers, roads and railways, nor the built
up areas for example.
To overcome this drawback, methods are known
making possible the synthetic representation of relatively realistic landscapes, in which trees, constructions
and superstructures appear in relief, further shown, like
the ground, in colors so as to improve the readability
thereof. These methods have however the drawback of
being very unwieldly to use, for they require modelling
of the whole of the landscape using colored facets,
which, at the present time, can only be done manually
and by a qualified operator. Furthermore when this
costly modelling has been made, storage thereof occupies considerable room in the memory, which limits its
application to small ground surfaces.
The invention overcomes the above drawbacks by
providing a method of the above defined type, making
possible the presentation of relatively complete information while remaining fairly simple to implement automatically, without manual intervention.

5
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Field of the invention
The present invention relates first of all to a method
of representing, on a given flat support (i.e display device) and in perspective from a given point of observa- 10
tion, the image of a ground terrain known by the coordinates of the nodes of a given mesh network, in which
a surface passing through these nodes is determined by
interpolation. An assembly of points on the surface is
determined and the pixels of the image to be repre- 15
sented, which are associated with this assembly of
points, are illuminated so as to display the image on the
display device screen.
The invention applies in particular to the presentation, to the pilot of an aircraft, of a synthetic image of 20
the ground terrain over which he is flying or, to the
driver of a land vehicle, of a synthetic image of the site
in which he is travelling, whatever the conditions of
visibility. The invention also makes possible the presentation of images of real or fictitious sites for the pur- 25
poses of simulation.
In the case of assisting piloting and navigational tasks,
the coordinates of the nodes of the mesh network are
stored in a memory filled from a data base available for
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
example from the National Geographical Institute. 30
The
invention
provides then a method of the above
Such a data base contains the altitude of nodes obtained
defined type, wherein a planimetric map or photograph
by sampling the terrain every three seconds of an are, in
of the ground is defined with color information, the
latitude and in longitude, i.e. about 65 m in latitude and
map is digitized so as to obtain map pixels of given
92 m in longitude for the French territory. The point of
observation, as well as the flat support on which the 35 colors, the points of said assembly of points being defined so that they are all associated respectively with all
image is represented, depend on the position of the
aircraft with respect to the ground, as well as'its attitude
the pixels of the image, with each of all these points, and
so that, for example, the image represented corresponds
so with each of the image pixels, a map pixel is associas well as possible to what the pilot may see from his
ated and each image pixel is illuminated in the color of
cabin under good conditions of visibility. A processing 40 the associated map pixel.
circuit, connected to the memory storing the coordiIn the method of the invention, on the perspective
nates of the nodes of the network and receiving the data
image of the ground is superimposed a digitized planifrom the instruments measuring the position and attimetric map of this ground. By planimetric map is meant
tude of the aircraft, then determines the image pixels to
here a conventional type map, such as a road map or an
be illuminated and consequently controls a display de- 45 ordnance survey map, but also an aerial photograph or
vice disposed in front of the pilot.
a satellite view at vertical incidence. Such digitized
2. Description of the Prior Art
maps are available for example from the National GeoA method of the above defined type is already
graphical Institute. Naturally, the word "color" is to be
known, described in French patent application No.2
interpreted here in the wide sense, i.e. corresponding
524 177. In this method, the surface determined by 50
either to a multicolor representation or to a representainterpolation and passing through the nodes includes a
tion of black and white type, comprising a scale of grey
set of triangular facets which takes on then approxilevels.
mately the shape of the ground, and the assembly of
In the case where a conventional type map is used, a
points of this surface with which the illuminated image
perspective
representation is then obtained of the
pixels will be associated includes the nodes of an auxil- 55
ground, clothed with information to be found on the
iary mesh network, different from the preceding mesh
map, namely the types of vegetation, the course of the
network and depending here on the point of observarivers, the layout of the roads, the built up areas and
tion. This auxiliary mesh network is projected on a
also the names of these rivers, roads and built up areas,
horizontal plane in a set of concentric circles centered
on the projection, on the same horizontal plane of the 60 the departmental boundaries and frontiers for example.
In the case where a plan is used on which road or rail
point of observation and in a set of straight lines passing
communication projects or others appear, the future
through this projection. In other words, the projection
integration of these projected constructions in the site
of the auxiliary network on a horizontal plane forms a
are simulated in perspective.
sort of spider's web centered on the projection of the
In the case where an aerial photograph is used, obpoint of observation. The evenness of this projection of 65
tained from an aircraft or a satellite, the corresponding
the auxiliary network means that the representation of
landscape is displayed in a realistic manner and in perthe nodes of this auxiliary network obtained, by illumispective.
nating the image pixels which are associated therewith
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In other words, we may say that a relief plot is obtained of the two dimensional image formed by the
planimetric map, which improves at the same time its
readability and that of the relief.
Advantageously, the displayed pixels of the flat su- 5
port which are not pixels of the image of the ground are
illuminated in a color representing the sky.
Advantageously also, the point of said assembly of
points, associated with an image pixel, is the first point
of intersection of said surface with the line which ex- 10
tends from the point of observation and which passes
through this image pixel.
In this case, the hidden parts of the ground, Le. the
parts not visible from the point of observation, are elimi15
nated.
Also advantageously, the map pixel associated with a
point of said assembly of points is the map pixel having
the same planimetric coordinates as this point.
The present invention also provides a system for
implementing the above method for representing, on a 20
given flat support and in perspective from a given point
of observation, the image of a ground terrain known by
the coordinates of the· nodes of a given mesh network,
including:
25
a first memory for storing the coordinates of said
nodes,
means for generating a signal of data representative of
the point of observation and of the flat support,
means connected to said first memory and to said 30
generation means for determining by interpolation a
surface passing through said nodes, then an assembly of
points on this surface, and the pixels of the image to be
represented which are associated with this assembly of
points, and
35
display means connected to said determination means
for illuminating said pixels of the image to be represented, in which system
a second memory is provided for storing a planimetric map, or photograph, of the ground, with color infor- 40
mation, digitized in the form of map pixels of given
colors,
said determination means are connected to said second memory and adapted so as to define the points of
said assembly so that they are all respectively associated 45
with all the pixels of the image, for associating with
each of these points, so with each of the image pixels, a
map pixel and so as to illuminate each image pixel in the
color of the associated map pixel.
50
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

4

FIG. 4 shows the synthetic perspective representation of the relief alone of the ground of FIG. 1,
FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating the interpolation processes which may be used in the method of the invention, and
FIG. 6 is a schematical block representation of a
system for implementing the method of the invention.
FIG. 7 is a flow chart of a program for performing
the method of the invention.
FIG. 8 is a detailed flow chart for performing a subroutine of the method of the invention as shown in FIG.
7.
FIG. 9 is a detailed flow chart for performing a subroutine of the method of the invention as shown in FIG.
7.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Referring to FIG. 1, a method for the synthetic representation of a piece of ground 2, for the pilot of an
aircraft 8 flying over this ground is described by way of
example.
The point of observation is point P and a flat support
1, here rectangular, represents for example the window
of the cabin of the aircraft, through which the ground 2
over which the aircraft flies can be seen, if the conditions of visibility are good. In FIG. 1, and for obvious
reasons of clarity, the flat support 1 is considerably
enlarged. The synthetic representation method supplied
proposes supplying the observer with a synthetic perspective image of the ground flown over comparable to
the true image, but independent of the conditions of
visibility. This synthetic image produced from information relating to ground 2 is stored in a memory, and
information coming from instruments on board the
aircraft concerning the position and attitude of the aircraft 8 with respect to ground 2, is presented to the
observer in a known way, for example by means of a
screen of the same size as the flat support 1 Dr of a
different size, or else by means of a known device for
superimposition of the real image.
The information concerning the ground 2 stored in
the memory comprises on the one hand altimetric
height information and on the other planimetric information, these two types of information being supplied
here and for the French territory by the National Geographical Institute.
The altimetric information includes the coordinates
of nodes N of a mesh network obtained by sampling the
ground every 3 seconds of an arc, i.e., and as was mentioned above, about 65 m in latitude and about 95 m in
The file of this patent contains three color photolongitude. For each of these nodes, in a trirectangular
graphs. Copies of this patent with color photographs
reference frame OX, OY, 02 related to the ground, the
will be provided by the Patent and Trademark Office
coordinate of latitude X, the coordinate of longitude Y
upon request and payment of the necessary fee.
55 and the coordinate of altitude 2 are known.
The present invention will be better understood from
The planimetric information includes a map 5 of the
the following description of the preferred embodiment
ground, with color information, representing here and
of the method of the invention, as well as embodiments
by way of example the type of vegetation, the course of
of the system of the invention with reference to the
the rivers, the layout of the roads, and the built up areas
accompanying drawings in which:
60 as well as the names of these rivers, roads and built up
FIG. 1 shows schematically ground over which an
areas, and other indications of this type. Map 5 is digiaircraft is flying, this ground being associated with a
tized, Le. it has been divided into a plurality of elementary areas or image elements, or pixels, such as pixels 7
digitized map.
and 7' in FIG. 1. The size of these pixels is chosen fairly
FIG. 2 shows a detailed view of the digitized map of
FIG. 1,
65 small, in a way known per se, so that to each of them
FIG. 3 shows a view of the synthetic representation,
may be assigned a uniform color, chosen from a finite
in perspective, of the ground of FIG. 1, obtained by
set of quantified colors, without appreciable loss of
information. Such maps are available from the National
means of the method of the invention,
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Geographical Institute. FIG. 2, which is a photograph
of a cathode screen, gives one example of a digitized
map, showing in particular roads and built up areas.
Naturally, such a map may be readily stored since it is
entirely defined by the knowledge of the planimetric 5
coordinates, i.e of the latitude X and of the longitude Y,
and of the quantified color of each of the map pixels.
Because the altitude of ground 2 is only known for
nodes N and since, as will be seen further on, it will be
useful to know this altitude for certain points which do 10
not necessarily coincide with nodes N, a known surface
3 is determined everywhere approximately matching
the shape of ground 2. For that, and in a way known per
se, a surface 3 is defmed by interpolation from the coordinates of nodes N. In FIG. 1, the surface 3 has been 15
shown obtained by replacing each ground portion between three nodes by a flat triangular face. There naturally exist other types of interpolation which will be
described hereafter, after a first general description of
the method.
20
After defining the type of interpolation adopted, for
each pixel 4 of the flat support 1 which belongs to the
image of ground 2 the point Q of surface 3 which is
associated with this pixel 4 and which is represented by
this pixel 4 may be determined, i.e. the first point of 25
intersection Q of this surface 3 with the line which
extends from point P and passes through pixel 4. The
procedure for determining point Q will be described
hereafter.
The planimetric coordinates X and Y of this point Q 30
allow the pixel 7' of map 5 to be determined which is
associated with this point Q of surface 3, i.e. in practice
of ground 2.
As can be seen in FIG. 1, a horizontal line, for example, of image pixels 4 corresponds to a succession of 35
points Q on surface 3 which draws a tortuous curve in
space. This tortuous curve is obviously not projected on
map 5 along a straight line, but along any curve. The
result is that, by illuminating each image pixel 4 in the
color of the map pixel 7' which is associated therewith, 40
a deformed representation of map 5 is obtained, as if this
map were drawn on the surface 3 itself instead of being
drawn on a plane; the assembly is thus shown in perspective. FIG. 3, which is a photograph of a cathode
screen, shows the result obtained from the map of FIG. 45
2 and altimetric information of the corresponding
ground. In FIG. 3, which shows the deformation of the
roads and of the built up areas of FIG. 2, it can be seen
that map 5 and the perspective image of ground 2 have
been superimposed. In FIG. 3, in order to further im- 50
prove the readability of the image obtained, each image
pixel 4 has been illuminated in the color of the associated map pixel 7', with an intensity which depends on
the lighting of ground 2, in the vicinity of point Q associated with this image pixel 4, i.e. of the point Q which 55
this image pixel 4 represents. For this, a direction of
lighting the ground is chosen, for example which coincides with that of the sun, and the lighting is calculated
in the vicinity of each point Q. This technique, known
in the case where a uniform color is assigned to the 60
surface 3 represented, and described in greater detail
hereafter, makes it possible to restore good readability
to the relief, as shown in FIG. 4 in this case. FIG. 4, still
a photograph of ii cathode screen, shows a "dune" effect which in fact represents the results obtained in the 65
case of representing the relief alone of the ground portion shown in FIG. 3. Naturally, this modulation of the
light intensity of each pixel, although it greatly im-
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proves the readability of the image obtained, is not
always obligatory. For example, in the case where the
map used is an aerial photograph, it generally includes
natural shading, which is sufficient to give an idea of the
relief. This relief also appears' because some portions of
the map will not be represented, since some portions of
the surface and of the ground are hidden. In fact, since
with each image pixel there is associated a first point of
intersection Q of surface 3 with the line which extends
from point P and which passes through pixel 4, i.e. the
point of intersection the closest to point P, the portions
of the surface 3 not visible from point P are not represented.
Naturally, when the line which leaves from point P
and which passes through a pixel of the support plane 1
does not intercept surface 3, or intercepts it at a distance
greater than a threshold defining the horizon, it is considered that this pixel is not an image pixel 4 and it is
illuminated with a color representing the sky, for example, the color blue. This may occur if the radius passes
above the horizon line or if the stored data, not only
altimetric but also planimetric, only relates to a portion
of the ground which is in the field of vision defined by
point P and the flat support 1.
Referring to FIG. 5, different examples are described
for determining surface 3 by interpolation. In the Figure, point E represents a point of the planimetric coordinates X and Y, whose altitude Z is to be determined,
knowing that it is in the mesh of the mesh network
defined by the four nodes A, B, C, D of coordinates
(XA, YA, ZA,), (Xc, YA, ZB), (Xc, Yc, Zc), and (XA, Y C,
ZD). respectively.
A first fairly rough type of interpolation consists in
assigning to point E the altitude Z of the nearest node,
here node D:

In this case, ground 2 is likened to a surface 3 formed
of horizontal rectangles, of an area equal to that of the
mesh, and centered on each node.
A second type of interpolation is interpolation by
facets, shown in FIG. 1, which is tantamount to assigning to point E an altitude Z dependent on the altitudes
of the three nearest nodes, here nodes A, D and C, in
accordance with the following formula, bilinear along
X and Y:
(Y - Yc)
Z = (YA _ Yc)

ZA

+

A third type of interpolation is interpolation by non
flat surfaces projected in mesh ABCD, which is tantamount to assigning to point E an altitude of the four
nodes A, B, C, D of the mesh, in accordance with the
following formula, also bilinear along X and Y:

z

(X - xc)(Y - Yc)
(XA - Xc)(YA - Yc) ZA
(X - XA)(Y (Xc - XA)(YC -

+

(X - XA)(Y - Yc)
(Xc - XA)(YA - Yc) ZB

+

(X - Xc)(Y - YA)
(XA _ xc)(Yc - YA) ZD

YA)
YA) Zc

+
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The three preceding types of interpolation, as well as
PQ found for the preceding pixel and, on the other
others, are well known to a man skilled in the art, whose
hand, the pitch of progressing along the radius is chosen
is able to choose the one which seems to him the best
equal to D', with D' less than D. Since, as a general rule
adapted, taking into account the compromise to be
the points Q associated with two adjacent image pixels
made between the interpolation accuracy and the com- 5 4 are not very distant from each other, there is thus a
plexity of the calculations which result therefrom.
saving in calculating time.
In order to improve the readability of the image obWhen the type of interpolation defining surface 3 to
tained, each image pixel 4 may be illuminated with
which ground 2 is likened has been defined, the intersection point Q associated with each pixel of the flat
variable intensity, depending on the point Q of the
support 1, i.e. with each screen pixel, is calculated in the 10 ground with which it is associated, and which it reprefollowing way.
sents.
The flat support 1 is broken down into a matrix of
By way of example the light intensity of the image
pixels which correspond to the pixels of the screen by
pixel 4 may be made to depend on the distance PQ, so
that this intensity is all the lower the greater the dismeans of which the image will be displayed. This is
done column by column, beginning each time with the 15 tance PQ. A law inversely proportional to the square of
lowest pixel in the column, which is generally the one
the distance is very suitable.
which is the closest to surface 3 and for which it is
The light intensity may also be made to depend on the
almost certain to find a point of intersection Q with
altitude of point Q, represented, so that this intensity is
surface 3.
all the lower the higher the altitude, or else by processFor the lowest pixel of a column, point E is used, 20 ing this altitude by discontinuous levels, so as to cause
situated on the line which will leave from point P and
contours to appear.
passes through this pixel, and whose position is varied.
It is also possible, as was mentioned and shown in
Initially, this point E is on the flat support 1. Thus, it
FIGS. 3 and 4, to define a lighting direction by means of
is certain that point E is above surface 3. After choosing
a standardized vector, and to cause the light intensity to
a pitch D for progression along the line, the distance PE 25 depend on the lighting of point Q, represented. For this,
is increased step by step, observing each time the relathe normal to surface 3 at Q is calculated, possibly by
tive position of point E with respect to surface 3. As
means of a known type of approximation method, and
soon as point E is below surface 3, the point of intersecthe scalar product of the normal and of the lighting
tion is sought by the known dichotomy method, i.e. the
vector is worked out. This scalar product depends on
distance PE is reduced by D/2, then by D/4, and so on, 30 the angle between the two vectors. The light intensity
depends on the modulus of the scalar product if this
i.e. by steps of a value each time equal to half that of the
preceding step, until point E passes above surface 3.
latter is negative, and if this product is positive, the light
Then the distance PE is again increased in steps of a
intensity is zero for, although point Q is seen from the
value each time equal to half that of the preceding step,
point of observation P, it is not lit by the lighting source.
i.e. by Dl2n+ 1, Dl2n+2, and so on, if the value Dl2n 35 It will moreover be noted that in the method used the
was that which caused point E to pass above surface 3.
problem of eliminating the hidden parts from the image
represented, Le. the parts which are not seen from the
This is continued, for example, as far as an increase in
distance equal to DI2P, which causes point E to pass
point of observation P, does not arise to the extent that
below surface 3, and so on.
the first point of intersection Q is chosen on the line
As is known, if we stop when the distance variation 40 coming from point P.
between two successive points E is less than a given
The method which has just been described is implethreshold, for example D/2N and if we call E' the last
mented for example with the system shown in FIG. 6.
point E obtained, we are certain that the distance beThis system comprises mainly a processing circuit 13,
tween E' and the point of intersection Q is less than the
connected to two memories 11 and 14 and to the inertial
threshold. By choosing N fairly large, we can then 45 navigational system 12 of aircraft 8, and controlling a
assign to point Q the coordinates of point E' without
display device 15.
appreciable error.
The inertial navigational system 12 of the aircraft is of
As a general rule, since it is a question of the lowest
known type which delivers a data signal S representapixel, in the column, a point of intersection Q is found at
tive of the position of the aircraft and its attitude, so of
a finite distance. If no point of intersection is found 50 the point of intersection P and of the flat support 1.
whereas the distance PE exceeds a threshold correMemory 11 contains altimetric data relating to the
sponding substantially to the horizon, it is considered
ground 2 over which the aircraft is flying. It has an
that the pixel is not a pixel 4 of the image of ground 2
input receiving an addressing signal SN and an output
and it is illuminated with the color of the sky, as well as
delivering a signal ZN. The addressing signal SN reprethe following pixels in the column.
55 sents the coordinates X and Y of a node N of the mesh
If, as is generalIy the case, the point of intersection Q
network and the output signals ZN represents the altitude Z of this node N.
is found at a finite distance, the pixel considered belongs
Memory 14 contains the planimetric data of the
to the image of ground 2, and it is illuminated in the
ground 2 over which the aircraft is flying, i.e. the digicolor of pixel 7' of map 5 which is associated therewith,
that is to say of pixel 7' having the same planimetric 60 tized map 5. It has an input receiving an addressing
coordinates X and Y as the point of intersection Q.
signal SC and an output delivering a signal PC. The
We then pass to the next pixel of the column, for
addressing signal SC represents the coordinates X and
which the point of intersection Q is sought of surface 3
Y of a map pixel 7 and the output signal PC represents
with the line which leaves from point P and which
the color of this map pixel 7.
passes through this pixel by proceeding substantially as 65
The display device 15 is. of known type having a
for the lowest pixel, except that, on the one hand, we
screen, for example a cathode screen, organized in a
start from a point E' whose initial distance to the flat
pixel matrix, including four inputs receiving the signals
support 1, instead of being zero is equal to the distance
I, J, IT and PC' corresponding respectively to the line,
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the column, the light intensity and the color of the pixel
which the operator may modify, it calculates the light
to be illuminated.
intensity to be assigned to the pixel as was described
The processing circuit 13 is adapted so as to deterabove.
mine by interpolation surface 3 then each point Q of this
Naturally the processing circuit 13 may also be
surface P associated with each image pixel 4, i.e. each 5 formed by a single calculating circuit which accompoint of intersection Q of surface 3 with the line which
plishes the tasks of circuits 131 to 137 sequentially. By
leaves from point P and which passes through this
way of example FIGS. 7, 8 and 9 are a flow chart illusimage pixel 4, finally each map pixel 7' associated with
trating the operation of such a circuit.
In FIG. 7 blocks 101 to 105 call for no particular
each point Q, so with each image pixel 4.
The processing circuit 13 includes a circuit 136 10 comments.
which, in response to the signal S, calculates in the
Block 106 is shown in detail in FIG. 8. In block 1061,
reference frame related to the ground OX, OY, OZ, the
the variable DINT represents the distance between
coordinates of point P and of support 1. It delivers a
point P and the point of intersection Q. In blocks 1061
data signal CPS.
and 1065, the variable CIEL is "false" if the screen pixel
A scanning circuit 135 delivers the signals I and J so 15 is a pixel 4 of the image of the ground and "true" in the
as to control scanning of the screen of the display deopposite case, where the corresponding pixel is illumivice 15, column by column, beginning in each column
nated with the color of the sky.
by the lowest pixel.
In block 1062, the variable Dray represents the inA circuit 132 calculates, in response to signal CPS
verse of the norm of the line segment which passes
and signals I and J, the coordinates of point E or of 20 through the point of intersection P, of coordinates XVI,
point E', situated on the line leaving from P and passing
YVI and ZVI and point E with coordinates X, X, Z.
through the pixel defined by the signals I and J. Circuit
The variable D represents the progression pitch along
132 delivers two signals SC and Z, the first representathe radius.
tive of the planimetric coordinates X and Y and the
In block 1066, the distance DHOR is the distance
second of the altitude Z of point E, or of point E'.
25 beyond which it may be considered that the horizon line
A circuit 131 for calculating surface 3 by interpolahas been reached.
tion, connected to the memory 11 with which it exBlock 107 is shown in detail in FIG. 9 in connectlon
changes the signals SN and ZN, receives the signal SC
with which remarks may be made similar to those made
with respect to block 106.
and delivers a signal ZS which represents the altitude of
the point of surface 3 having the planimetric coordi- 30
In block 109 of FIG. 7 the table IPIX represents the
nates X and Y of point E, or of point E'.
table of the screen pixels and the variable NCIEL represents the color chosen for the sky. It will be noted that,
A comparison circuit 133, receiving signals Z and ZS,
when a screen pixel is not an image pixel, the color of
compares their values. It is provided with an output
delivering a binary signal R. The signal R is at the high
the sky is systematically assigned to all the pixels of the
level when Z is greater than ZS, Le. when point E, or 35 column which are disposed above, which saves on compoint E', is above the surface 3. It then controls the
puting time without a risk of too great a loss of informacalculating circuit 132 so as to cause point E, or point E'
tiori. In block 110, table IMA represents the pixels of the
to advance along the line that is to say to increase the
digitized map 5.
distance PE. Signal R is at the low level when Z is less
Naturally the present invention is not limited to the
than ZS, Le. when point E, or point E', is below the 40 description which has just been made. In particular, it is
surface S. It then controls the calculating circuit 132 so
within the scope of a man skilled in the art to modify
as to cause point E, or point E' to move back along the
certain steps, in a way known per se, so as to reduce the
computing time. For example, as long as point E, or
line, i.e. to reduce the distance PE.
Circuit 132 is adapted so as to work out the above
point E' are relatively far from the ground 2, it is not
described dichotomy and when the distance between 45 obligatory to calculate the altitude of the point of surtwo successive points is less than the above defined
face 3 which corresponds thereto by bilinear interpolathreshold D/2N , it delivers a binary signal EG for contion. Simple rough interpolation may be sufficient, comtrolling a gate circuit 134 which applies to the display
putation of the bilinear interpolation then only being
device the signal PC' identical to signal PC representing
undertaken when point E is fairly close to ground 2.
the color of the map pixel 7' whose planimetric coordi- 50
What is claimed is:
nates X and Yare defined by the signal SC, Le. which
1. A method of representing, on a display device
are those of the point of intersection Q.
screen (1) and in perspective from a given point (P) of
Thus, we may say that the gate circuit 134 causes a
observation, the image of a terrain (2) and a sky, said
map pixel 7' to be associated with each point of intersecterrain being known by the coordinates of the nodes (N)
tion Q.
55 of a given mesh network, in which a surface (3) passing
through these nodes (N) is determined by interpolation,
Similarly, we may say that the calculating circuit 132
and the comparison circuit 133 associate with an image
an assembly of points (Q) on this surface is determined
pixel 4 the point of intersection Q of surface 3 with the
and the pixels (4) of the image to be represented, which
line which passes through this image pixel 4 .
are associated with this assembly of points (Q), are illuCircuit 137 here calculates the light intensity with 60 minated so as to display the image on the display device
which the pixel defined by signals I and J must be illuscreen (1), characterized in that a planimetric map (5) or
minated so as to take into account the lighting of surface
photograph of the terrain (2) is defined with color infor3, that is to say ground 2. For this, it receives signals SC,
mations, the map or photograph is digitized so as to
Z and EG so as to have available the coordinates of the
obtain map pixels (7,7') of given colors, the points (Q) of
point of intersection Q and it is connected to memory 11 65 said assem.bly of points being defined so that each point
(Q) is associated with a respective pixel (4) of the image,
with which it exchanges the signals SN and ZN for
calculating the normal at Q to surface 3. From the lightand furthermore, with each of these points (Q), and
ing direction defined by an external signal EC and
with each of the corresponding image pixels (4), a map
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pixel (7') is associated and each image pixel (4) is illuminated in the color of the associated map pixel (7').
2. A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the pixels
of the display device screen (1) which are not pixels (4)
of the image of the terrain (2) are .illuminated with a 5
color representing the sky.
3. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the map
pixel associated with a point (Q) of said assembly of
points is the map pixel (7') having the same planimetric
coordinates as this point (Q).
4. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the 10
point of said assembly of points, associated with an
image pixel (4) is the first intersection point of said
surface(3) with a line extending from the point of observation (P) and which passes through this image pixel
(4).
15
5. The method as claimed in claim 3, wherein, in
order to determine said first intersection point (Q):
a starting step is performed wherein one starts with a
point (E; E') situated on said line at an initial distance, of given value, from said display device 20
screen (1),
a determining step is performed wherein the relative
position of said point (E; E') with respect to said
surface (3) is determined and if said point (E; E') is
above said surface (3), its distance from the display
device screen (1) is increased by steps of constant 25
value (D; D') until said point (E; E') is below said
surface (3).
a reducing step is performed wherein said distance is
reduced, by steps of a value (D/2, D/4, ... , D/2n;
where n is a positive integer) each time equal to 30
half that of the preceding step until said point (E;
E') is situated above said surface (3),
then said distance is increased by steps of a value
(D/2 n+ 1, D/2n+2, ... , D/2n+p; where nand pare
positive integers) equal each time to half that of the 35
preceding step until said point (E; E') is situated
below said surface (3).
it is so processed until a point (E'; Err) is obtained
whose distance to the preceding point (E; E') is less
than a given threshold (D/2 n; where n is a positive 40
integer) and the coordinates of this point (E'; Err)
are assigned to said first intersection point (Q).
6. The method as claimed in claim 5, wherein the
pixels of the display device screen (1) are organized in
the form of a matrix having a plurality of lines and a
plurality of columns, each column comprising a plural- 45
ity of pixels, arranged in increasing order from a first
pixel having the lowest position in said column tq a last
pixel having the highest position in said column, and
one proceeds for each column, as follows:
a determining step wherein it is determined whether 50
the first pixel of the column of the display device
screen (1) is a pixel (4) of the image of the terrain by
searching for a first intersection point (Q) of said
surface (3) with a line leaving from the point of
observation (P) and passing through this pixel, 55
from an initial distance of zero value between the
display device screen (1) and said point (E) situated
on said line; and
an illuminating step wherein if the first pixel is not a
pixel (4) of the image of the terrain it is illuminated 60
with a color representing the sky, as well as all the
following pixels in the same column,
the first pixel is a pixel (4) of the image of the terrain
it is illuminated in the color of the associated map
pixel (7') and the next pixel of the column is taken,
for which a first intersection point (Q) is sought, .by 65
taking this time as initial distance between the display device screen (1) and said point (E') situated
on said line, the distance between the point of ob-
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servation (P) and the first intersection point (Q) for
the preceding pixel.
7. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein each
image pixel (4) is illuminated with the color of the associated map pixel (7') with an intensity varying inversely
with the distance between the point of observation (P)
and the point (Q) of said assembly of points, associated
with this image pixel (4).
8. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein each
pixel (4) is illuminated, in the color of the associated
map pixel (7') with an intensity related to the altitude of
the point (Q) of said a(lsembly of points, associated with
this image pixel (4). •
9. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein, in
order to improve the readability of the image a lighting
direction of the terrain (2) is defined, and each image
pixel (4) is illuminated, in the color of the associated
map pixel (7'), with an intensity which depends on the
lighting of the surface (3) in the vicinity of the point (Q)
of said assembly of points, associated with this image
pixel (4).
10. A system for representing, on a display device
screen (1) and in perepective from a given point of
observation (P), the image of a terrain (2) known by the
coordinates of the nodes (N) of a given mesh network,
including:
a first memory (11) for storing the coordinates of said
nodes (N),
means (12) for generating a signal (8) of data representative of the point of observation (P) and of the
display device screen (1),
means (13) connected to said first memory (11) and to
said generating means (12) for determining by interpolation a surface (3) passing through said nodes
(N), then an assembly of points (Q) on this surface
(3), and the pixels (4) of the image to be represented
which are associated with this assembly of points
(Q), and
display means (15) connected to said determining
means (13) for illuminating said pixels (4) of the
image to be represented, in which system:
a second memory (14) is provided for storing a digitized planimetric map (5), or photograph information, of the terrain (2), with color informations
digitized in the form of map pixels (7, 7') of given
colors,
said generating means (13) are connected to said second memory (14) and adapted so as to define the
points (Q) of said assembly so that they are all
respectively associated with all the pixels (4) of the
image, so as to associate with each of all these
points, and so with each of the image pixels (4) a
map pixel (7) and so as to illuminate each image
pixel (4) in the color of the associated map pixel (7).
11. The system as claimed in claim 10, wherein said
determining means (13) comprises:
means (131) connected to said first memory (11) for
calculating said surface (3),
first means (132, 133), connected to said generating
means (12) and to said calculating means (131), for
associating with an image pixel (4) a first point of
intersection (Q) of said surface (3) with a line
which starts from the point of observation (P) and
passes through this image pixel (4), and
second means (134) connected to said first means
(132, 133) and to the second memory (14) for associating, with each of the intersection points (Q), the
map pixel (7) on which the point is to be found
having the same planimetric coordinates as this
intersection point (Q).

* * * * *

